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1.0 Abstract:

Toilet cleaning is a delicate job?...

Toilet cleaning is a cheaper job?...

Toilet cleaning is a community based job?...

i) What does mean “TOILET”?...
ii) What does mean “CLEANING”?...
iii) What does mean “TOILET CLEANING”?...
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Case study shows that Toilet is considered as a medium for disposal of human excreta to the sewage system for better and comfortable human living system. The word toilet is also called in many names internationally like latrine, lavatory, water closet, comfort room. Indians have invented ancient toilet system?...
This scientific research focus that “TOILET CLEANING” shall be considered like “CLEANING SOUL”, “CLEANING HEART”. Everyone has to clean their toilet everyday, every hour, every minute. It is not possible to clean one’s toilet by external means.

This research further focus that Toilet shall mean “HEART”. “CLEAN” shall mean “DISPOSAL” (or) “TRANSFORMATION”.

In proto Indo Europe root word “HEART” shall mean “THAYAGAM” (motherhood). “SOUL” shall mean MALAM. CLEAN shall mean KIZHI. “MALAM DISPOSAL” shall mean “TRANSFORMATION OF SOUL” to the designated region for the betterment of Human Life System under different environmental condition in the expanding universe. The philosophy of “CREATED SOUL” and “TRANSFORMED SOUL” shall be represented as below.

(i)

![Diagram](CREATED SOUL)

(ii)
**Case Study**

The National Human right commission recently has recommended action against the headmistress of Panchayat Union Middle School Vettankulam, Tirunelveli for making two students daughters of the school sweeper to clean the toilet when their mother failed to turn for duty.

The National Human rights commission also directed the state government to show cause why Rs.25,000 should be paid as relief to the two girls.

-Indian Express, Madurai 18 June 2015.

i) Can Headmistress clean their own House Toilet?...

ii) Can Headmistress clean the Toilet of own bedridden parent?...

iii) Can Headmistress clean the Toilet of their relative?...
If required the Headmistress on the incident may be asked to clean their Toilet of own house organized at a public meeting rather than paying Rs.25,000 as penalty to the affected children.

“TEACHER is like GODLY PERSON in molding STUDENTS as models for the society”. Further TOILET CLEANING is a SENSITIVE, SOCIAL problem and hence this case may be referred to TRAFFIC RAMASAMY for effective solution on this incident.

- Author

2.0 Philosophy of “TOILET”?...

It is hypothesized that TOILET shall be considered as “HEART” or “MEDIUM” for Transformation of Soul. The philosophy of shape of “CREATED HEART” and “TRANSFORMED HEART” of human shall be described as below.
It is further focused that the philosophy of State of Heart shape undergone change under varied environmental condition in the expanding universe shall be described as below for universal understanding.

(i)
(ii)  
(RAMANUJAM HEART)  

(iii)  
(BRAHMA HEART)  

(iv)  
(RAMA HEART)
3.0 Philosophy of Toilet Shape?

It is hypothesized that the Philosophy of toilet system might be invented by Indian. Case study shows that toilet were in usage in Indus valley civilization who used flush toilet attached to sophisticated sewage system. The public health act 1875 also provide stringent guidelines about toilet system. Presently the Government of India is also promoting effective measures for providing toilet system in rural area as well as public traffic area such as museum, exhibition etc.
It is hypothesized that the philosophy of “TOILET SHAPE” whether “INDIAN TYPE” (or) “WESTERN TYPE” might be derived from the philosophy of shape of “RAMANUJAM HEART” (Creator Heart). The philosophy of Creator Heart shall be considered as having “SINGLE CHAMBER HEART”. The Transformed Heart shall be considered undergone evaluation into additional chambers in three nuclear age for sustainability and betterment of Human System. The etymology of word TOILET might be derived from the proto Indo Europe root word THAYAGAM.

(i)

(creator heart)

(ii)
Hi... It is my Comfort room...
4.0 Creator differs from Brahma?...

It is hypothesized that RAMANUJAM shall be considered as the Supreme God and creator of the entire Universe (ATHEIST). BRAHMA shall be considered as the created soul (ANGEL) who consider lived in SUPERIOR WORLD (MARS PLANET). During expanding Universe the created soul might be transformed to material Universe with influence of growth of DOWNWARD GRAVITY. The Philosophy of creator and created soul shall be distinguished as below.

(i)

(ii)
5.0 Conclusion:

Based on this scientific research the following recommendations are made to UNO for making international standards for Cleaning Toilet in future for strengthening of Human Life System. Further it is recommended that 18th JUNE shall be considered as the “INTERNATIONAL DAY OF TOILET CLEANING”.

i) Toilet shall be cleaned everyday

ii) Everyone has to clean their Own Toilet

iii) Organisation Toilet shall be cleaned by authorized mechanized cleaning system rather than communal based cleaning.
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